TO SUPPLY GLADDHAND
(PILOT PORT)

TO HCV DELIVERY
(IN PORT)

TO SUSPENSION
(CYL PORT)

EXHAUST
(EXH PORT)

NOTES:
1. WEIGHT .46 LB.
2. ALL VALVE PORTS ARE 1/8 NPSF.
3. BEFORE INSTALLING NYLON TUBES INTO FITTINGS, INSURE THAT THE TUBE IS CUT SQUARE AND NO NICKS ARE PRESENT 2 INCHES FROM THE END. INSERT THE TUBE INTO THE FITTING UNTIL IT CAN GO NO FURTHER. FINGER TIGHTEN THE FITTING COMPRESSION NUT, THEN TURN TWO ADDITIONAL TURNS WITH A WRENCH.
4. ALL ITEMS SHIPPED LOOSE IN PLASTIC BAG. COMPONENTS ARE SHOWN ASSEMBLED TO PROVIDE ASSEMBLY INFORMATION.